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Key Takeaway

There is a need for far 
more emphasis on, and 
resources directed to, 
the translational aspect
of climate services.

Figure credit: Bruce Hewitson University of Capetown, SA 



A talk in two (okay maybe three) parts

• Recent modelling advances and their
implications for future change (very
quickly)

Current state of the state of Climate
Services

Some lessons learned from the front 
lines (KLIMATHON I & II, etc.)



Models can now pass a Climatic Turing Test

Stevens et al., Prog. Earth Planet. Sci., (2019), Hohenegger et al., J. Meteorol. Soc.Japan (2019)



Also pushing unprecedented resolution in 
the hydrosphere

National Water Model employing WRF-Hydro supplies streamflow and river 
discharge from days to months

Fed by output from 3km(RAP), 13km(GFS) and 50km(CFS) atmospheric models



Intensity - duration plots indicate 
robust shifts with distinct spatial and 
seasonal flavors

Western Norway Eastern Norway



Intensity duration frequency changes come
almost exclusively from convective
precipitation



In fractional terms the changes come 
from a shift from to higher intensities

Western Norway

Eastern Norway

Convective and 
orographic precipitation 
show the same pattern 
of shifting

Convective and 
orographic precipitation 
show the same pattern 
of shifting



These model scales represent a step 
change…

Western Norway

Eastern Norway

• A relatively simple physically-based 
algorithm separates precipitation types 
in a Convection Permitting Model

• This allows for deeper understanding of 
changing characteristics of precipitation

• Convective precipitation increases 
substantially

• Changes come from shift to more 
intense rates (nearly universal)

• Not all changes are uniform in space or 
time (i.e. location and season)

• Physical explanations also vary 
depending on season & location 



Provide decision makers in 
Norway with information

relevant for climate 
adaptation - in a changing 

climate

Mission for NCCS:



Report on past, present and future 
climate in Norway (200 pp)

Published in 2015, based upon CMIP5, 
Euro-CORDEX 

A knowledge base for climate 
adaptation

37 authors from 7 institutions

English short version is now available 
(50 pp)

And new reports have been 
commissioned

“Climate in Norway 2100”
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Web portal



Based upon 
the report:  
8-page 
“climate-
factsheets” 
for all 
counties

“Climate factsheets” 



Summary, «Climate factsheets»:

INCREASED PROBABILITY
POSSIBLY INCREASED 

PROBABILITY

UNCHANGED OR
REDUCED PROBABILITY

UNCERTAIN   



Climate fact sheets must now be taken into account in county 
and municipal level planning for climate adaptation 



But how to evaluate these services?

Are we fulfilling the mission statement?

Are products actually used?

Currently no standard evaluation 
metrics/criteria or frameworks in place

Who are the appropriate actors to do this?

Table of 45 indicators for evaluating climate services from Wall et al., 2017 
https://doi.org/10.1175/WCAS-D-16-0008.1

Inputs -> Process -> Outputs -> Outcomes -> Impacts

https://doi.org/10.1175/WCAS-D-16-0008.1


Challenges: Structure and roles ca. 2017

Currently very “top down” and project 
oriented (time limited)

Lack of a stable organizational
framework for knowledge
development and exchange

Preferences are not clear-cut or 
predefined (multi-disciplinarity can be 
a problem)

Actor participation is fluid; temporality 
is a constraint



Challenges: Engagement ca. 2017

Climate services need to be integrated into 
existing decision-making processes.

Each municipality has very local climate 
needs even within similar climate zones. 

Need for sustained local engagement to 
determine needs & communicate local-
based expertise and knowledge

This requires considerable investment

There is need for more
bottom up engagement!



A hackathon-like workshop to inspire dialogue
and find solutions to improve climate services 
in Norway… and elsewhere!

Stefan Sobolowski (PhD., Research Professor, Uni Research and the Bjerknes Centre for 
Climate Research), Mathew Stiller-Reeve, Hanna Kvamsås, Erik Kolstad, Simon Neby, 
Snorre Waage, and Tarje Wanvik



Differences to a normal “hackathon”:
-No all-nighter
-No competition
-Groups by design
-Assignments by design

Similarities with other “hackathons”:
-Intensive collaborative work over an 
extended period of time
-Freedom to interpret the assignments

KLIMATHON set-up



Task: Design a flexible 
strategy for climate 
adaptation decision making 
in Norwegian municipalities



Key issues from the practitioners p.o.v.





Change guidelines and laws

Anchor adaptation politically 
and locally

Better DIALOGUE
Comprehensive planning 

process

Cost-benefits clear

Need procurement check 
lists

Improved, applicable 
climate data

Gather mapping tools

County-level must have 
more central role

Resources (time and 
funding)

Closer collaboration 
with finance

Better use of local 
knowledge

Adaptation on political 
agenda

Need better networks

Common language

Earlier discussions avoid 
conflict

General Suggestions



Rent a 
researcher

Specific Suggestions

Theme days to 
increase 

ownership

Regional 
Climate Forum

A Natural 
Hazard Fund

Climate adapation
(i.e. climate change) 

in vulnerability 
assessments Storm-water  

runoff fees



Outcomes reflect need for translational expertise ( i.e. distillation) 



Why Klimathon II?

We are continuing to build on the Klimathon 2018, and in advance of the Klimathon
2019, we will develop more specific group assignments together with a reference 
group of climate adaptation experts from municipalities, consultancies and research. 
This year, the group assignments will emphasize how knowledge can be integrated 
and shared in climate change decision-making processes.



klimathonIi

ccccheits



Resultatene- Utfordringene

Outcomes again reflect a need for an intermediary/interlocutor/translator!



Key Challenges ca. 2019

Allocating sufficient resources to 
co-production

Bridging the usability gap

Getting to know each other’s
realities

Continuity or, key person 
dependency



Sufficient resource allocation

Recruit personnel with experience in 
facilitating group meetings and 
performing interviews with
practitioners, but be aware of the
differences between facilitating
coproduction on the one hand and 
working with qualitative methods on
the other Foto: Audun Braastad / NTB scanpix



R&D of Climate Services starts early!

Rather than asking the practitioners
what kind of information they need, 
initiate a dialogue about their
responsibilities and how these relate
to climate change. And visit
practitioners where they work. This 
shows commitment and will often
make people more relaxed.

Foto: Audun Braastad / NTB scanpix



Mind the gap!

Make use of boundary
organizations and/or develop
regional hubs that can facilitate
coproduction and offer 
municipalities climate adaptation
guidance and knowledge transfer 
(i.e. translation!)



What do all the preceding points have in common?
They directly impact usability and reflect on the 
criticality of the translation problem in distilling 
climate information. 



Model 
output ≠ Data ≠ Information 

≠ Knowledge



Thank You!
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